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Sociology Fulcher Scott
With a new chapter on social media, new worked examples and
better addressing the needs of the newcomer (whilst still remaining
authoritative), this fourth edition continues to be an invaluable
resource in introducing readers to the theories and techniques of
social network analysis.
Revisded edition of the author's Sociology, 2010.
A consistent best-seller, the wide-ranging and authoritative
Dictionary of Sociology was first published in 1994 and contains
more than 2,500 entries on the terminology, methods, concepts,
and thinkers in the field, as well as from the related fields of
psychology, economics, anthropology, philosophy, and political
science. For this fourth edition, Professor John Scott has conducted
a thorough review of all entries to ensure that they are concise,
focused, and up to date. Revisions reflect current intellectual
debates and social conditions, particularly in relation to global and
multi-cultural issues. New entries cover relevant contemporary
concepts, such as climate change, social media, terrorism, and
intersectionality, as well as key living sociologists. This Dictionary
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is both an invaluable introduction to sociology for beginners, and an
essential source of reference for more advanced students and
teachers.
What is capitalism? Is capitalism the same everywhere? Is there an
alternative? The word 'capitalism' is one that is heard and used
frequently, but what is capitalism really all about, and what does it
mean? The book begins by addressing basic issues such as 'what is
capital?' before discussing the history and development of
capitalism through three detailed and absorbing case studies
ranging from the tulipomania of seventeenth-century Holland to the
recent Enron crisis in America. Fulcher addresses important present
day issues, such as New Labour's relationship with capitalism, the
significance of global capitalism, and distinctive national models of
capitalism. He also explores whether capital has escaped the nationstate by going global, emphasizing that globalizing processes are
not new. He discusses the crisis tendencies of capitalism, such as
the Southeast Asian banking crisis, the collapse of the Russian
economy, and the 1997- 1998 global financial crisis, and asks
whether capitalism is doomed. The book ends by asking whether
there is an alternative to capitalism, discussing socialism,
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communal and cooperative experiments, and the alternatives
proposed by environmentalists. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short
Introductions series from Oxford University Press contains
hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These pocket-sized
books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly.
Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas,
and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly
readable.
Edited by leading British sociologists of stratification, this book
advances contemporary debates in class analysis. It draws on
current theoretical debates in sociology and considers the
implications of the cultural turn for the study of class. It brings
together the very latest empirical work on contemporary topics
such as culture, identities and lifestyles undertaken by researchers
from Britain, Germany, the Netherlands and Australia. It will be
required reading for those committed to pushing the boundaries of
class and stratification in new and exciting directions around the
world.
Renegotiating French Identity
Concepts and Connections
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Documentary Sources in Social Research
Cyberculture: The Key Concepts
Sociology
The revised and updated edition of this bestselling text provides an accessible
introduction to the theory and practice of network analysis in the social sciences.
It gives a clear and authoritative guide to the general framework of network
analysis, explaining the basic concepts, technical measures and reviewing the
available computer programs. The book outlines both the theoretical basis of
network analysis and the key techniques for using it as a research tool. Building
upon definitions of points, lines and paths, John Scott demonstrates their use in
clarifying such measures as density, fragmentation and centralization. He
identifies the various cliques, components and circles into which networks are
formed, and outlines an approach to the study of socially structured positions. He
also discusses the use of multidimensional methods for investigating social
networks. Social Network Analysis is an invaluable resource for researchers
across the social sciences and for students of social theory and research
methods.
First published in 2002. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company.
This beautifully illustrated anthology celebrates eighty years of history and
intellectual inquiry at the Institute for Advanced Study, one of the world's leading
centers for theoretical research. Featuring essays by current and former faculty
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and members along with photographs by Serge J-F. Levy, the book captures the
spirit of curiosity, freedom, and comradeship that is a hallmark of this unique
community of scholars. Founded in 1930 in Princeton, New Jersey, the institute
encourages and supports fundamental research in the sciences and
humanities--the original, often speculative thinking that can transform how we
understand our world. Albert Einstein was among the first in a long line of
brilliant thinkers to be affiliated with the institute. They include Kurt Gödel,
George Kennan, J. Robert Oppenheimer, Erwin Panofsky, Homer A. Thompson,
John von Neumann, and Hermann Weyl. This volume offers an intimate portrait in
words and images of a storied institution that might best be described as a true
academic village. The personal reflections collected here--written by leading
figures from across the disciplines--bring this exceptional academic institution
and its history vibrantly to life. The contributors to this anthology are Michael
Atiyah, Chantal David, Freeman Dyson, Jane F. Fulcher, Peter Goddard, Barbara
Kowalzig, Wolf Lepenies, Paul Moravec, Joan Wallach Scott, and David H.
Weinberg.
This title outlines the history and development of capitalism and addresses
important 21st-century issues, such as New Labour's relationship with capitalism,
recent crises in capitalist systems, the significance of global capitalism, and
distinctive national models of capitalism. The word is heard and used frequently.
Most people have an opinion about it. Has capital escaped the nation-state by
going global? Is it doomed? There are alternatives to capitalism, in the guises of
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socialism, communal and cooperative experiments, and alternatives proposed by
environmentalists.
Microeconomics - individuals' choices of where to live and work, how much to
save, what to buy, and firms' decisions about location, hiring, firing, and
investment - involves issues that concern us on a daily basis. But when people
think about economics, they tend to place importance on the bigger picture macroeconomics - including issues such as unemployment, inflation, and the
competitiveness of nations. In this Very Short Introduction, Avinash Dixit argues
that the microeconomy has a large impact on the economic world, arguably as
much as the issues of macroeconomics. Dixit steers a clear path through the huge
number of issues related to microeconomics, explaining what happens when
things go well, as well as showing how they fail, why that happens, and what can
be done about it. Using real-life examples from around the world, using the
minimum of mathematics and including simple graphs, he provides insights into
economics from psychology and sociology to explain economic behaviour and
rational choice. An ideal introduction for anyone interested in business and
economics. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford
University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These
pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our
expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm
to make interesting and challenging topics highly readable.
Living Sociologically
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A Very Short Introduction
Sociology in Perspective
Sociology for Social Workers and Probation Officers
Sociology: The Basics

In Renegotiating French Identity, Jane Fulcher addresses the question of cultural resistance to the
German occupation and Vichy regime during the Second World War. Nazi Germany famously
stressed music as a marker of national identity and cultural achievement, but so too did Vichy.
From the opera to the symphony, music did not only serve the interests of Vichy and German
propaganda: it also helped to reveal the motives behind them, and to awaken resistance among those
growing disillusioned by the regime. Using unexplored Resistance documents, from both the
clandestine press and the French National Archives, Fulcher looks at the responses of specific artists
and their means of resistance, addressing in turn Pierre Schaeffer, Arthur Honegger, Francis
Poulenc, and Olivier Messiaen, among others. This book investigates the role that music played in
fostering a profound awareness of the cultural and political differences between conflicting French
ideological positions, as criticism of Vichy and its policies mounted.
This exciting new text by James Fulcher and John Scott offers a lively and comprehensive approach
to sociology, covering all the topics included on sociology courses. It is completely up-to-date. It
discusses many contemporary social issues, including such topics as family violence,
genderidentities, social inequalities and divisions, the internet, the influence of the media, the rise of
new religions, post-modernism, and the impact of globalization. The analysis of recent social
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change is carefully integrated with discussion of the classic ideas of sociology.
SociologyOxford University Press
This supplementary dictionary consists of over 40 entries focused on the specialized topic of social
research methods, taken from Scott and Marshall's 'A Dictionary of Sociology'.
Social Movements: The Key Concepts provides an insightful, contemporary introduction to some of
the frequently encountered terms and groups that are central to the study of collective action and
social and political activism. Following an A-Z format, the entries defined and discussed are drawn
from the following areas: the ‘old’ social movements of the nineteenth century the ‘new’ social
movements of the 1960s and 1970s the rise of contemporary ‘network’ movements. Key American,
European and global social movements are addressed, with each entry related to contemporary
developments and emergent tendencies within the field. Including helpful references for further
study, this concise and up-to-date guide is of relevance for those studying a range of disciplines,
including sociology, politics, cultural studies and human geography.
Sociology: A Very Short Introduction
Sociology: The Key Concepts
Rethinking Class
Capitalism: A Very Short Introduction
A Community of Scholars

This timely book investigates the experiences of employees at all levels of
Boeing Commercial Airplanes (BCA) during a ten-year period of dramatic
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organizational change. As Boeing transformed itself, workers and
managers contended with repeated downsizing, shifting corporate culture,
new roles for women, outsourcing, mergers, lean production, and rampant
technological change. Drawing on a unique blend of quantitative and
qualitative research, the authors consider how management strategies
affected the well-being of Boeing employees, as well as their attitudes
toward their jobs and their company. Boeing employees’ experience holds
vital lessons for other employees, the leaders of other firms determined to
thrive in today’s era of inescapable and growing global competition, as
well as public officials concerned about the well-being of American workers
and companies.
The Routledge Companion to Social Theory provides an authoritative,
comprehensive and provocative introduction to the key traditions of
thought in social theory today. This ground-breaking reference work brings
together major contributors, both established and emergent new voices, to
reflect on the ways in which social theory sheds light on the contemporary
social world. Represented are: the traditions of classical social thought
symbolic interactionism psychoanalysis structuralism, post-structuralism
and postmodernism identity theories globalization theories. The Routledge
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Companion to Social Theory is designed to give a sense of the
complexities of both classical and contemporary social theory. Including a
helpful glossary of key terms and theorists, this accessible guide is
essential reading for students and professionals in social theory,
sociology, philosophy, cultural studies, women’s studies and politics.
This book endeavours to bring the sociology of Elias to a new and wider
audience through offering accessible explanations of some of his key
ideas.
What is capitalism? Is capitalism the same everywhere? Is there an
alternative? The word 'capitalism' is one that is heard and used frequently,
but what is capitalism really all about, and what does it mean? This Very
Short Introduction addresses questions such as 'what is capital?' before
discussing the history and development of capitalism through several
detailed case studies, ranging from the tulipomania of 17th century
Holland, the Great Depression of the 1930s, and in this new edition, the
impact of the global financial crisis that started in 2007-8. James Fulcher
looks at the different forms that capitalism takes in Britain, Japan, Sweden,
and the United States, and explores whether capitalism has escaped the
nation-state by going global. It ends by asking whether there is an
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alternative to capitalism, discussing socialism, communal and cooperative
experiments, and the alternatives proposed by environmentalists. ABOUT
THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University
Press contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These
pocket-sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject
quickly. Our expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new
ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly
readable.
Drawing on studies of social class, crime and deviance, education, work in
bureaucracies and changes in religious and political organizations, this
Very Short Introduction explores the tension between the individual's place
in society and society's role in shaping the individual, and demonstrates
the value of sociology for understanding the modern world. In this new
edition Steve Bruce discusses the continuing arguments for social
egalitarianism, considering issues such as gay marriage, women in combat
roles, and the 2010 Equality Act to debunk contemporary arguments
against parity. As gender divisions are increasingly questioned he looks
ahead to the likely consequences of this for society. Delving into the theory
of sociology, Bruce also argues that the habit of dividing sociology into
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apparently competing 'sects' is misleading, and shows how a new
understanding of the disciplinary background of many of the most famous
theorists, which shows that much social theory is actually philosophy or
literary theory, will prove useful to today's sociologists. ABOUT THE
SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series from Oxford University Press
contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area. These pocketsized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our
expert authors combine facts, analysis, perspective, new ideas, and
enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly readable.
Animal Studies
Musical Culture and Creativity in France during Vichy and the German
Occupation
The Capitalist World-Economy
A Beginner's Guide to Social Theory
Microeconomics: A Very Short Introduction
This text, specifically for AQA specifications, is designed to be
easy and encouraging for students to use. The book contains updated
material and activities together with a new chapter on study skills.
It also indicates clearly where activities meet the new evidence
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requirements for key skills.
This comparative study uses Barrington Moore's notion of `suppressed
historical alternatives' to reassess theories of industrial conflict,
class organization, and state intervention. It explores the origins
of organizational differences in the emergence of labour movements
and the employer counter-attack, emphasizing the strength of Sweden's
neglected craft unions and the forgotten attempts by British unions
to build Swedish style national federations. It examinesthe strong
tendencies towards state control in Sweden and repeated British
efforts to establish joint central regulation, which have been
similarly overlooked. Unfashionable institutionalist explorations of
the Swedish labour peace are defended but it is also argued that the
Swedish system ofregulation was self-undermining. The book analyses
the failure of corporatist integration in both countries and the
ensuing struggle between left and right alternatives. The attempt to
bring about economic and industrial democracy in Sweden, the decline
of the British unions, and current tendencies towards a neo-liberal
convergence, are all discussed.
This title is a study of the founding sociology in Britain and the
enormous contributions made by the intellectual circle led by Victor
Branford and Patrick Geddes. Authors John Scott and Ray Bromley
chronicle the biographical connections and personal partnerships of
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the circle's key participant, their international connections, their
organization-building work, and the business activities that
underpinned their efforts.
The human body is thought of conventionally as a biological entity,
with its longevity, morbidity, size and even appearance determined by
genetic factors immune to the influence of society or culture. Since
the mid-1980s, however, there has been a rising awareness of how our
bodies, and our perception of them, are influenced by the social,
cultural and material contexts in which humans live. Drawing on
studies of sex and gender, education, governance, the economy, and
religion, Chris Shilling demonstrates how our physical being allows
us to affect the material and virtual world around us, yet also
enables governments to shape and direct our thoughts and actions.
Revealing how social relationships, cultural images, and
technological and medical advances shape our perceptions and
awareness, he exposes the limitations of traditional Western
traditions of thought that elevate the mind over the body as that
which defines us as human. Dealing with issues ranging from cosmetic
and transplant surgery, the performance of gendered identities, the
commodification of bodies and body parts, and the violent
consequences of competing conceptions of the body as sacred, Shilling
provides a compelling account of why body matters present
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contemporary societies with a series of urgent and inescapable
challenges. ABOUT THE SERIES: The Very Short Introductions series
from Oxford University Press contains hundreds of titles in almost
every subject area. These pocket-sized books are the perfect way to
get ahead in a new subject quickly. Our expert authors combine facts,
analysis, perspective, new ideas, and enthusiasm to make interesting
and challenging topics highly readable.
Foot and mouth disease and BSE have both had a devastating impact on
rural society. Alongside these devastating developments, the rise of
the organic food movement has helped to revitalize an already
politicized rural population. From fox-hunting to farming, the vigour
with which rural activities and living are defended overturns
received notions of a sleepy and complacent countryside. Over the
years "rural life" has been defined, redefined and eventually fallen
out of fashion as a sociological concept--in contrast to urban
studies, which has flourished. This much-needed reappraisal calls for
its reinterpretation in light of the profound changes affecting the
countryside. First providing an overview of rural sociology, Hillyard
goes on to offer contemporary case studies that clearly demonstrate
the need for a reinvigorated rural sociology. Tackling a range of
contentious issues--from fox-hunting to organic farming--this book
offers a new model for rural sociology and reassesses its role in
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contemporary society.
Impressions of the Institute for Advanced Study
Knowledge, Interdependence, Power, Process
The Key Concepts
Models and Methods in Social Network Analysis
The Body: A Very Short Introduction

Contains over 2,500 alphabetically arranged entries providing definitions of terms
and ideas related to sociology, along with cross-references, and biographical
sketches of key individuals in the field.
Models and Methods in Social Network Analysis presents the most important
developments in quantitative models and methods for analyzing social network data
that have appeared during the 1990s. Intended as a complement to Wasserman and
Faust's Social Network Analysis: Methods and Applications, it is a collection of
articles by leading methodologists reviewing advances in their particular areas of
network methods. Reviewed are advances in network measurement, network
sampling, the analysis of centrality, positional analysis or blockmodelling, the
analysis of diffusion through networks, the analysis of affiliation or 'two-mode'
networks, the theory of random graphs, dependence graphs, exponential families of
random graphs, the analysis of longitudinal network data, graphical techniques for
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exploring network data, and software for the analysis of social networks.
This monograph by a professional thief—with the aid of Edwin H. Sutherland's
expert comments and analyses—is a revealing sociological document that goes far to
explain the genesis, development, and patterns of criminal behavior. "Chic
Conwell," as the author was known in the underworld, gives a candid and forthright
account of the highly organized society in which the professional thief lives. He tells
how he learned to steal, survive, succeed, and ultimately to pay his debt to society
and prepare himself for full and useful citizenship. The Professional Thief presents
in amazing detail the hard, cold facts about the private lives and professional habits
of pickpockets, shoplifters, and conmen, and brings into focus the essential
psychological and sociological situations that beget and support professional crime.
This comprehensive and authoritative statement of fundamental principles of
sociological analysis integrates approaches that are often seen as mutually exclusive.
John Scott argues that theorising in sociology and other social sciences is
characterised by the application of eight key principles of sociological analysis:
culture, nature, system, structure, action, space-time, mind and development. He
considers the principal contributions to the study of each of these dimensions in
their historical sequence in order to bring out the cumulative character of
knowledge. Showing that the various principles can be combined in a single
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disciplinary framework, Scott argues that sociologists can work most productively
within an intellectual division of labour that transcends artificial theoretical and
disciplinary differences. Sociology provides the central ideas for conceptualising the
social, but it must co-exist productively with other social science disciplines and
disciplinary areas.
Plagued by confusion, the concept of social structure still presents difficulties for
sociologists who have not agreed on a common definition of the term. This text
discusses the concept in relation to institutional, relational and embodied structure.
Labour Movements, Employers, and the State
A Supplementary Dictionary of Social Research Methods
Norbert Elias and Modern Sociology
Social Network Analysis
Social Structure
Offering a comprehensive overview of social theory from classical sociology to
the present day, this text guides students through the work of Durkheim, Marx
and Weber, feminism, postmodernism and contemporary thinkers like Foucault.
An essential A-Z guide to the full range of sociological thought, Sociology: The
Key Concepts is an important addition to the established and successful Key
Concepts series. Fully cross-referenced with an extensive glossary, this
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accessible text also includes: alphabetical listings of key concepts for ease of use
suggestions for further reading to enhance understanding of areas covered
entries on ʻtraditionalismʼ ʻrace and racializationʼ and ʻmodernityʼ. Bringing
together an international range of highly regarded contributors from the full
spectrum of disciplines, this useful reference guide is the ideal resource for those
studying or interested in this popular area.
This textbook aims to give an introduction to the use of documentary sources in
social research. It is designed to be a companion to courses in research methods
in the social sciences and history and a reference text for those beginning
research on documentary sources. The book begins with an overview of the
nature of social research and the variety of methods which can be used. Scott
identifies three types of evidence useful in such research - physical evidence,
personal evidence and documentary evidence. He argues that the logic of
research is common to each type of evidence, but that each involves specific
methodological issues. An appraisal grid for the analysis of documents is
presented, showing the criteria which must be used in evaluating documentary
sources. In the following chapters these criteria are applied to the variety of
documentary sources available to the social researcher: census data and official
statistics; government publications; directories and yearbooks; personal diaries
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and letters.
How does a social work student make the connection between sociological
knowledge and day-to-day social work procedures? Sociology for Social Workers
provides an introduction to sociological ideas and research and places it firmly
into the context of social work practice. It takes the issues that sociology
addresses and uses them to show how social work can be better informed and
improved. Each chapter provides full referencing, so that students and social
work practitioners can follow up on primary sources to pursue and develop the
most useful specific themes and ideas.
Not to repeat past mistakes: the sudden resurgence of a sympathetic interest in
social democracy is a response to the urgent need to draw lessons from the
history of the socialist movement. After several decades of analyses worthy of an
ostrich, some rudimentary facts are being finally admitted. Social democracy has
been the prevalent manner of organization of workers under democratic
capitalism. Reformist parties have enjoyed the support of workers.
Cultures, Identities and Lifestyles
Conceptualising the Social World
Capitalism
The Sociology of Rural Life
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Conflict and Co-operation in Britain and Sweden
Prefaced with a brief introduction to the field of animal studies, the text explores the key
influential terms, topics and debates which have had a major impact on the field, and that
students are most likely to encounter in their animal studies classes. Animal Studies provides a
guide to key concepts in the burgeoning interdisciplinary field of animal studies, laid out in A-Z
format. While Human–Animal Studies and Critical Animal Studies are the main frameworks that
inform the bulk of the writings in animal studies and the key concepts discussed in the volume,
other approaches such as anthrozoology and cognitive ethology are also explored. The entries
in the volume attend to the differences in ongoing debates among scholars and activists,
showing that what is commonly called “animal studies” is far from a unified body of work. A full
bibliography of sources is included at the end of the book, along with an extensive index. The
book will be a valuable guide to undergraduate and postgraduate students in geography,
philosophy, sociology, anthropology, women’s studies, and other related disciplines.
Seasoned researchers will find the book helpful, when researching topics outside of their
specialization. Outside of academia, it will be of interest to activists, as well as professional
organizations.
Focuses on the two central conflicts of capitalism, bourgeois versus proletarian and core
versus periphery.
This work has been selected by scholars as being culturally important, and is part of the
knowledge base of civilization as we know it. This work was reproduced from the original
artifact, and remains as true to the original work as possible. Therefore, you will see the
original copyright references, library stamps (as most of these works have been housed in our
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most important libraries around the world), and other notations in the work. This work is in the
public domain in the United States of America, and possibly other nations. Within the United
States, you may freely copy and distribute this work, as no entity (individual or corporate) has a
copyright on the body of the work.As a reproduction of a historical artifact, this work may
contain missing or blurred pages, poor pictures, errant marks, etc. Scholars believe, and we
concur, that this work is important enough to be preserved, reproduced, and made generally
available to the public. We appreciate your support of the preservation process, and thank you
for being an important part of keeping this knowledge alive and relevant.
The only A-Z guide available on this subject, this book provides a wide-ranging and up-to-date
overview of the fast-changing and increasingly important world of cyberculture. Its clear and
accessible entries cover aspects ranging from the technical to the theoretical, and from movies
to the everyday, including: artificial intelligence cyberfeminism cyberpunk electronic
government games HTML Java netiquette piracy. Fully cross-referenced and with suggestions
for further reading, this comprehensive guide is an essential resource for anyone interested in
this fascinating area.
'Sociology' is relevant to current teaching and courses dealing with sociology as a living subject
and incorporating the classic traditions of the discipline. This new edition has been updated
with a range of new case studies and additional chapters.
Key Problems of Sociological Theory
A Dictionary of Sociology
Social Movements: The Key Concepts
Capitalism and Social Democracy
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"Our students already live sociologically. They are drawn to topics of urgent sociological
concern-race, class, gender, family, popular culture, health, and crime-by a need to
understand the forces that shape their world, as well as a desire to change that world for
the better. Yet they do not always find it easy to connect sociological concepts with realworld applications. Helping students make that connection is what we have sought to do
with Living Sociologically: Concepts and Connections, Concise Edition. The task was
made more urgent by the extraordinary events of 2020, which unfolded as we created
the Concise version. Alongside our students - metaphorically, as we all became remote
teachers and learners - we witnessed and sought to make sense of the protests and
uprisings after the murder of George Floyd; the economic devastation and medical
challenges of COVID-19; and the fear, misinformation, and rage leading up to (and
falling out from) the presidential election. Sociology gives us both structure and
vocabulary to analyze these events - and search together for not just meaning but
resolution. Students naturally want to know how the study of sociology can inform their
career and professional choices. Throughout this textbook, we illustrate not only the
ways in which sociologists live their profession, but also the rich and surprising ways in
which sociological theories inform parenting and romantic relationships, political
commitments, economic decisions, cultural expressions, and religious beliefs. Living
sociologically is not only interesting-it's useful. Sociology provides not only big ideas to
understand social life but also concrete tools for acting in the world with purpose and
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meaning. Sociology helps connect the individual level with the system level, revealing a
layer of reality that is not always immediately obvious. We wrote Living Sociologically
because we wanted a teaching resource that was grounded in the sociological tradition
but also offered a more contemporary and practical approach to the discipline. By the
end of the Introduction to Sociology course, our hope is that students will be critical
rather than cynical, empirically committed rather than scientifically or politically dogmatic,
and attuned to social relationships as well as individual stories"-Hugh Scott, an Immigrant of 1670, and His Descendants .. - Scholar's Choice Edition
Victor Branford, Patrick Geddes, and the Quest for Social Reconstruction
The Professional Thief
A Matter of Record
The Routledge Companion to Social Theory
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